My Bitcoin & Crypto-Currency Education
A list curated by @JuanLlanos

Best Explanatory Videos:
- The real value of Bitcoin and crypto-currency technology - Bitcoin Properly (the BEST video by far so far): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIVAluSL9SU&t=338
- How Bitcoin Works in 5 Minutes (technical): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9jOlk30eQs&src_vid=Lx9zgZCMqXE&feature=iv&annotation_id=annotation_1458036875
- How Bitcoin Works Under the Hood (very technical): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lx9zgZCMqXE
- We Use Coins (very basic): https://www.weusecoins.com/en/

Technical:
- Bitcoin Wiki: https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Main_Page

Politics/Regulation/Media:
- Bitcoin Primer for Policymakers (read anything by Jerry Brito!): http://mercatus.org/sites/default/files/Brito_BitcoinPrimer_embargoed.pdf
- Contrarian Compliance (my blog, sorry for the shameless plug): http://contrariancompliance.com/
- CoinDesk (relatively neutral): http://www.coindesk.com/
- AmericanBanker (read anything by Marc Hochstein and Bailey Reutzel! :-)]: http://www.americanbanker.com/

Analysis:
- Antonis Polemitis (Ledra Capital): http://ledracapital.com/blog/2013/12/28/the-ledra-bitcoin-series
- Richard Gendal Brown (IBM): http://gendal.wordpress.com/
Disruption/Innovation (Beyond Bitcoin):
- Bitcoin – The Internet of Money (Naval Ravikant):
- Why Bitcoin Matters (Marc Andreessen):
  http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/01/21/why-bitcoin-matters/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
- Why Bitcoin Matters for Bankers (Marc Hochstein):
- Ten Innovations for the Bank of the Future:
- Smart Property, Colored Coins and Mastercoin:
- Alternative Applications of Blockchain Technology:

Evangelist-in-Chief
- Andreas Antonopoulos (a brilliant technologist and communicator):
  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPQwGV1aLnTthcG265_FYSaV24hFScvC0

Other Cryptographic Technologies
- Ethereum (read anything by Vitalik Buterin, its creator!):
  https://www.ethereum.org/
- Ripple: https://ripple.com/
- Chain: https://chain.com/
- Blockstream (sidechains): http://www.blockstream.com/

Skeptics/Detractors:
- Ettay Eyal & Emin Gun Sirer: http://hackingdistributed.com/2014/06/13/time-for-a-hard-bitcoin-fork/
- Aaron Greenspan’s “Fool’s Gold 2.0”:
  http://www.aarongreenspan.com/writing/essay.html?id=97